Abstract: Renewable sources and electric distribution network can produce or make available a surplus of electric and thermal energies. The Intermediate Temperature Solid Oxide Electrolyzer (IT-SOE) fed by CO 2 -steam mixtures can store these electric and thermal energies producing CO-H 2 mixtures with high conversion efficiency. Inside the IT-SOE, the CO 2 -steam mixtures are converted into CO-H 2 mixtures and O 2 through cathodic and anodic electrochemical reactions and reverse water gas shift chemical reactions. In this article an IT-SOE stack fed by different types of steam mixtures was tested at different operating temperatures and the stack polarization and electric power curves were detected experimentally. At the highest hydrogen production operating temperature of the stack fed by steam mixtures, the experimental polarization and electric power curves of the stack fed by steam and CO 2 -steam mixtures were compared. A simulation model of the IT-SOE system (stack and furnace) fed by CO 2 -steam mixtures was formulated ad hoc and implemented in a MatLab environment and experimentally validated. At the highest hydrogen production stack operating temperature, the IT-SOE system thermal equilibrium current was evaluated through the simulation model. Moreover, the influence of this current on the IT-SOE system efficiency and the CO-H 2 mixture degree of purity was highlighted.
Introduction
The increase in the use of renewable sources (sun, wind, water, etc.) to replace fossil fuels (petroleum, natural gas and coal), for energy production, aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and mitigate climate changes. In 2014, the European Union's production from renewable energy sources has reached 14% of total energy consumption, but this production has to increase much more rapidly in the next few years, if it is expected to reach the target of 20% by 2020 [1] .
The electrical power produced from renewable energy sources (RES), in particular, the sun and wind, is random and intermittent. Moreover, there is no perfect temporal and spatial correspondence between the availability of RES (the sun and wind) electric energy and fossil fuels and end-user energy demand. Owing to these problems, electrical systems may not be able to guarantee the required standard of reliability of the electrical system, which, as is well known, is very high and determined by the levels of adequacy [2] , safety [3] and resilience [4] that can be achieved. Therefore, the electrical system with RES plants has to be equipped with a variety of accumulation technologies, which contribute to deliver different types of service (power and voltage regulation) and contribute to satisfying the electric needs with very different time horizons. Specifically, the time horizon varies in model is able to estimate the value of the stack current, for which the SOE system operates in thermal equilibrium condition, and it highlights how this current influences both the SOE system efficiency and the degree of purity of the fuel produced.
Numerical Simulation Model
The simplified lay-out of the system with intermediate temperature (IT) solid oxide electrolyzer (SOE) considered is shown in Figure 1 . It comprises an SOE short stack, represented by a single SOE cell, consisting of an anode (A), a cathode (C) and an electrolyte (E), and it is fed by a power supply. In Figure 1 , the power supply is represented as a real continuous voltage generator.
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At the anode the electrochemical reaction (2) takes place:
The SOE total chemical reactions producing H2, CO and O2 are (3) and (4):
-Electrolyzer:
At the cathode the main Equations are (5a), (5b), (5c) and (5d):
Simplified lay-out of IT-SOEC system fed by H 2 and/or CO 2 rich gas and air.
-Chemical reactions:
At the SOE cathode, which is fed by a gaseous mixture rich in steam and/or carbon dioxide, electrochemical reactions (1a) and (1b) take place:
and the reverse water gas shift (RWGS) chemical reaction (1c):
The SOE total chemical reactions producing H 2 , CO and O 2 are (3) and (4):
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Equation (5a) governs the chemical equilibrium of the RWGS chemical reaction, Equation (5b) defines the conversion degree of the RWGS chemical reaction, Equation (5c) defines the parameter q, which represents the ratio between the molar flows of CO 2 In this article the authors set the value of q on the basis of their experimental data acquired at the SOE test bench and on the basis of Diethelm et al. experimental observation [22] that: "the steam splitting is the predominant electrochemical reaction, whereas CO 2 dissociation occurs principally through the reverse water-gas-shift reaction".
The molar flows of the chemical species in the cathode exhaust gas (H 2 O, CO, CO 2 , H 2 , N 2 ) are calculated using Equations (5e):
where ν i,j is the stoichiometric coefficient of the ith chemical species in the jth chemical reaction, which is positive or negative in cases where the same chemical species is respectively a product or reagent in the jth chemical reaction.
At the anode, the main Equation is (6a):
where F O 2 ,pr is the molar flow of oxygen produced at the anode expressed in mol·s −1 . 
Energy Analisys of the System
Considering at the cathode inlet a gaseous mixture consisting mainly of steam and carbon dioxide, the real voltage to be applied to the same electrolytic cell, V c is calculated by Equation (7):
where V N is the Nernst voltage of the electrolytic cell expressed in V; R o+c is the ohmic and contact resistance of the electrolytic cell expressed in cm 2 ; R p is the polarization resistance of the electrolytic cell expressed in cm 2 ; R o+c and R p were calculated considering the experimental data acquired by the authors. The electrical power required by the SOE stack, consisting of a number, n c of electrolytic cells, P el,s is calculated by the Equation (8):
The electric power required by the power supply, P el,PS expressed in W is calculated by Equation (9):
where η el,PS is the electrical efficiency of the power supply. The thermal power surplus produced by the stack, P th,s expressed in W is calculated by Equation (10): P th,s = P th,lost,s − P th,rwgs, (10) where P th,lost,s is the thermal power generated by irreversibility, Ohm and contact overvoltage and polarization phenomena in the stack expressed in W; P th,rwgs,s is the thermal power absorbed by the RWGS chemical reaction in the stack expressed in W; F H 2 O,b,s F CO 2 ,b,s are the molar flows of steam and carbon dioxide electrochemically consumed in the stack expressed in mol·s −1 ; T c and n c are the electrolytic cell operating temperature expressed in K and the number of electrolytic cells in the stack; ∆ S H 2 O→H 2 and ∆ S CO 2 →CO are the molar entropy variations referred to chemical reactions (3) and (4) expressed in J·mol −1 ·K −1 ; F CO 2 ,rwgs,s is the molar flow of carbon dioxide consumed by RWGS chemical reaction in the stack expressed in mol·s −1 ; ∆ H rwgs is the molar enthalpy variation referred to RWGS chemical reaction expressed in J·mol −1 .
The thermal power required to heat the feeding gases at the stack inlet, P th,heat,gas, s expressed in W is calculated by Equation (11):
where . m gas,in,ca and . m air,in,a are the mass flows of the gas mixtures and of the air at the cathode and anode inlets expressed in kg·s −1 ; T gas,in,ca and T air,in,a are the temperatures at the cathode and anode Energies 2018, 11, 2276 6 of 17 inlets expressed in K; c p,gas,in,ca (T) and c p,air,in,a (T) are the constant pressure specific heats of the gas mixtures and of the air at the cathode and anode inlets expressed in J·kg −1 ·K −1 .
If the SOE system is in thermal equilibrium, the operating condition (12) must be verified:
P th,tot,sys = P th,heat,gas,s − P th,s − P f ur = 0 (12) where P f ur is the thermal power produced by furnace expressed in W. This condition expresses the equality of the thermal powers (P th,s + P f ur ) and P th,heat,gas,s . The net production efficiency of the SOE system is calculated through Equation (13): m CO are the mass flows of hydrogen and carbon monoxide produced expresses in kg·s −1 ; LHV H 2 and LHV CO are the lower heating values of hydrogen and carbon monoxide expressed in J kg −1 ; P th,tot,sys is the total additional thermal power (>0) required by the SOE system (SOE stack and furnace) expressed in W; P th,ph,H 2 O is the thermal power required to produce the steam at the stack inlet starting from water at a temperature equal to 25 • C at the SOE system inlet expressed in W; η el,re f /η th,re f is the ratio between the electrical and thermal reference efficiencies, which is used to convert the thermal power P th,tot,sys > 0 + P th,ph,H 2 O in equivalent electrical power.
The values of η el,re f and η th,re f are set equal to two reference values, 0.38 (electrical efficiency of a thermoelectric plant) and 0.9 (thermal efficiency of a steam generator).
Since the SOE stack operates at atmospheric pressure the electric power required to compress the feeding gases is neglected.
Experimental Activity
The experimental activity on solid electrolytic cells was carried out on an experimental station installed at the Department of Mechanical, Energy and Management Engineering in the University of Calabria.
Experimental Station
The experimental station consists of a storage in gas cylinders, of a gas distribution and supply system, of a network of sensors for detecting gas leaks in the working environment, a distribution and dispensing system of demineralized water, of the SOE stack test bench equipped with an electric furnace to control the stack operating temperature and with a power supply and of a data collection, transmission and processing system (Figure 2 ).
The test bench is able to test the short stack, which can be fed by gas mixtures containing H 2 , steam, CO 2 and air. The gas flows and the water flow are regulated by specific mass flow controllers in the system. In addition, the test bench is equipped with a data logger to record the time trend of the main operating parameters.
The short stack consists of six cells. Each cell is cathode supported and is designed to work at intermediate temperature. The stack operating temperature can be varied by setting the electric furnace temperature. Air and fuel pressures at the stack inlet are equal to atmospheric pressure. The main characteristics of the single electrolytic cell are shown in Table 1 .
Gas storage and the gas distribution and supply system are part of the fuel cells testing laboratory, which have already been described in more detail in [32] . 
Experimental Activity
The experimental activity on solid electrolytic cells was carried out on an experimental station installed at the Department of Mechanical, Energy and Management Engineering in the University of Calabria. 
Experimental Tests
During the experimental test campaign, the total molar flows, the compositions of the gas mixtures at the SOE stack cathodes and anodes inlets and the operating temperatures of the same stack are shown in Table 2 . The total molar flows at the anode and cathode inlets, F tot,in,a and F tot,in,ca are respectively 2.5 × 10 −3 mol·s −1 and 2.4 × 10 −3 mol·s −1 for all ten tests conducted. The temperature of the steam at the evaporator outlet, T H 2 O,out,eva is 270 • C and the temperatures of CO 2 , H 2 and air at the SOE system inlet, T CO 2 ,in,sys , T H 2 ,in,sys , T air,in,sys are equal to 25 • C for all ten tests.
In the first nine tests, the stack was fed by three different binary gas mixtures of H 2 and steam, hereinafter referred to as "steam mixtures", and air and it operated at three different temperatures. Figures 3 and 4 show the experimental data of voltage-current and power-current power applied to the stack in the first nine tests. The current absorbed by the stack is proportional to the H 2 molar flow produced by the stack. At a temperature of 750 • C, the stack produces higher H 2 molar flows and therefore it is the operating temperature with greater application interest.
At this operating temperature, higher stack H 2 molar production is obtained, when the same stack is fed by the gas mixture with 90% in steam and 10% in H 2 , and it is 1.62 × 10 −3 mol·s −1 . In the first nine tests, the stack was fed by three different binary gas mixtures of H2 and steam, hereinafter referred to as "steam mixtures", and air and it operated at three different temperatures. Figures 3 and 4 show the experimental data of voltage-current and power-current power applied to the stack in the first nine tests. The current absorbed by the stack is proportional to the H2 molar flow produced by the stack. At a temperature of 750 °C, the stack produces higher H2 molar flows and therefore it is the operating temperature with greater application interest. At this operating temperature, higher stack H2 molar production is obtained, when the same stack is fed by the gas mixture with 90% in steam and 10% in H2, and it is 1.62 × 10 −3 mol·s −1 . In the first nine tests, the stack was fed by three different binary gas mixtures of H2 and steam, hereinafter referred to as "steam mixtures", and air and it operated at three different temperatures. Figures 3 and 4 show the experimental data of voltage-current and power-current power applied to the stack in the first nine tests. The current absorbed by the stack is proportional to the H2 molar flow produced by the stack. At a temperature of 750 °C, the stack produces higher H2 molar flows and therefore it is the operating temperature with greater application interest. At this operating temperature, higher stack H2 molar production is obtained, when the same stack is fed by the gas mixture with 90% in steam and 10% in H2, and it is 1.62 × 10 −3 mol·s −1 . In the test no. 10 the stack is fed by a ternary gas mixture of H 2 , steam and CO 2 , hereinafter referred to as "steam-CO 2 mixture" and air and it operated at a temperature of 750 • C. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the voltage-current and power-current data of the stack respectively fed by the steam mixtures with the highest steam content and air and with the steam-CO 2 mixture and air.
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In the test no. 10 the stack is fed by a ternary gas mixture of H2, steam and CO2, hereinafter referred to as "steam-CO2 mixture" and air and it operated at a temperature of 750 °C. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the voltage-current and power-current data of the stack respectively fed by the steam mixtures with the highest steam content and air and with the steam-CO2 mixture and air.
The test shows that the conversion of steam into H2 requires less electrical power than the conversion of steam and CO2 into H2 and CO at high stack current since the CO production electrochemical reaction (1b) is less favored than the H2 production electrochemical reaction (1a), as remarked also by other authors [23] . 
Validation of Numerical Simulation Model
The stack simulation model was formulated and implemented in Matlab language and a calculation code named 'SOE' was produced.
The calculation code was used to carry out the electrical characterization of the stack fed by steam mixtures (gaseous mixtures 'a', 'b' and 'c') and air and by the steam-CO2 mixture (gas mixture 'd') and air. The compositions of gas mixtures 'a', 'b', 'c' and 'd' are shown in Table 3 . The operating temperature was considered to be at 750 °C, because at this temperature, as stated above, the stack experimentally obtained the highest H2 production. The main input data of the calculation code are shown in Table 4 . The test shows that the conversion of steam into H 2 requires less electrical power than the conversion of steam and CO 2 into H 2 and CO at high stack current since the CO production electrochemical reaction (1b) is less favored than the H 2 production electrochemical reaction (1a), as remarked also by other authors [23] .
The calculation code was used to carry out the electrical characterization of the stack fed by steam mixtures (gaseous mixtures 'a', 'b' and 'c') and air and by the steam-CO 2 mixture (gas mixture 'd') and air. The compositions of gas mixtures 'a', 'b', 'c' and 'd' are shown in Table 3 . The operating temperature was considered to be at 750 • C, because at this temperature, as stated above, the stack experimentally obtained the highest H 2 production. The main input data of the calculation code are shown in Table 4 . The voltage absolute percentage error, |err| (%) was defined by the Equation (14):
where V exp,i and V the,i are the experimental and theoretical voltages for the N data number expressed in V. Figures 6 and 7 show the comparisons of the theoretical polarization curves and the voltage and current experimental data (V s -I s ) of the stack fed respectively by the steam mixtures and air, and by the steam-CO 2 mixture and air. The absolute percentage errors were found to be respectively 0.99, 0.93, 0.48 and 0.65 for the three steam mixtures and for the steam-CO 2 mixture. These absolute percentage errors are very low in the specific application, therefore, for the gas mixtures considered there was a good agreement between the theoretical polarization curves obtained by SOE calculation code and the experimental (V s -I s ) data. The voltage absolute percentage error, | | % was defined by the Equation (14):
where , and , are the experimental and theoretical voltages for the data number expressed in V. Figures 6 and 7 show the comparisons of the theoretical polarization curves and the voltage and current experimental data (Vs-Is) of the stack fed respectively by the steam mixtures and air, and by the steam-CO2 mixture and air. The absolute percentage errors were found to be respectively 0.99, 0.93, 0.48 and 0.65 for the three steam mixtures and for the steam-CO2 mixture. These absolute percentage errors are very low in the specific application, therefore, for the gas mixtures considered there was a good agreement between the theoretical polarization curves obtained by SOE calculation code and the experimental (Vs-Is) data. 
Numerical Simulations and Results Analysis
The first SOE stack campaign was carried out through the SOE calculation code. In this test campaign, the trends of the total thermal power, 
The first SOE stack campaign was carried out through the SOE calculation code. In this test campaign, the trends of the total thermal power, P th,tot,sys of the net production efficiency, η net,sys and of the anode and cathode exhaust gases compositions, x i,out,a and x i,out,ca for the stack fed by the three steam mixtures (gaseous mixtures 'a', 'b' and 'c') and air was traced varying the stack current, I s . Figure 8 shows the trends of P th,tot,sys and η net,sys for the stack fed by the three steam mixtures and air at varying I s . 
The first SOE stack campaign was carried out through the SOE calculation code. In this test campaign, the trends of the total thermal power, For the three steam mixtures the thermal powers produced by the furnace, P f ur are set, so that the SOE system (stack and furnace) operates at the maximum production efficiency in the thermal equilibrium condition. Figure 8 shows that the SOE system reaches the thermal equilibrium condition at three different operating currents, I th,eq of about 37 A, 31 A and 27 A for the three steam mixtures.
When the stack current increases, the additional thermal power required by the SOE system (SOE stack and furnace), P th,tot,sys first is positive and increases then is positive and decreases until it is zero at the SOE system (stack and furnace) thermal equilibrium current. When stack current is greater than the SOE system thermal equilibrium current, P th,tot,sys is negative and continue to decrease. Figure 8 shows that the stack reaches the maximum production efficiency in the SOE system (stack and furnace) thermal equilibrium condition when it is fed by steam mixtures.
The SOE system reaches the maximum value of the net maximum H 2 production efficiency equal to about 0.60, when it is fed by the H 2 and steam equimolar mixture in (steam mixture 'c'). When the steam content in the gas mixture at the stack inlet decreases, the thermal power required for the steam pre-heating decreases much more than the electric power absorbed by the stack increases. This increment is due to the increment of polarization overvoltage. Figure 9 shows the trends of x i,out,a and x i,out,ca for the stack fed by the three different steam mixtures and air at varying I s with the three respective SOE system thermal equilibrium currents evaluated. The Figure shows that, coherently with the theoretical study of this discipline, in the stack cathode and anode exhaust gas mixtures the H 2 and O 2 contents increase, when the stack current increases, since the quantities of H 2 and O 2 produced by the stack increase. In addition, as was expected, it should be noted that at the SOE system (stack and furnace) thermal equilibrium current, the cathode gas mixture leaving the stack with the highest hydrogen content, of about 80%, is obtained when the stack is fed by the H 2 and steam equimolar mixture (steam mixture 'c'), since this stack inlet mixture has the highest H 2 amount. Therefore, the value of I th,eq (SOE system thermal equilibrium current) influences the purity degree of H 2 and O 2 rich gas mixtures at the stack outlet. For the three steam mixtures the thermal powers produced by the furnace, are set, so that the SOE system (stack and furnace) operates at the maximum production efficiency in the thermal equilibrium condition. Figure 8 shows that the SOE system reaches the thermal equilibrium condition at three different operating currents, Ith,eq of about 37 A, 31 A and 27 A for the three steam mixtures.
When the stack current increases, the additional thermal power required by the SOE system (SOE stack and furnace), , , first is positive and increases then is positive and decreases until it is zero at the SOE system (stack and furnace) thermal equilibrium current. When stack current is greater than the SOE system thermal equilibrium current, , , is negative and continue to decrease. Figure 8 shows that the stack reaches the maximum production efficiency in the SOE system (stack and furnace) thermal equilibrium condition when it is fed by steam mixtures.
The SOE system reaches the maximum value of the net maximum H2 production efficiency equal to about 0.60, when it is fed by the H2 and steam equimolar mixture in (steam mixture 'c'). When the steam content in the gas mixture at the stack inlet decreases, the thermal power required for the steam pre-heating decreases much more than the electric power absorbed by the stack increases. This increment is due to the increment of polarization overvoltage. Figure 9 shows the trends of xi,out,a and xi,out,ca for the stack fed by the three different steam mixtures and air at varying with the three respective SOE system thermal equilibrium currents evaluated. The Figure shows that, coherently with the theoretical study of this discipline, in the stack cathode and anode exhaust gas mixtures the H2 and O2 contents increase, when the stack current increases, since the quantities of H2 and O2 produced by the stack increase. In addition, as was expected, it should be noted that at the SOE system (stack and furnace) thermal equilibrium current, the cathode gas mixture leaving the stack with the highest hydrogen content, of about 80%, is obtained when the stack is fed by the H2 and steam equimolar mixture (steam mixture 'c'), since this stack inlet mixture has the highest H2 amount. Therefore, the value of Ith,eq (SOE system thermal equilibrium current) influences the purity degree of H2 and O2 rich gas mixtures at the stack outlet. Subsequently, a further test was carried out. In this test, the trends of , , , , , xi,out,a and xi,out,ca for stack fed by the steam-CO2 mixture and air at varying . Figure 10 shows the trends of , which is present up to a current value of 14 A. Subsequently, a further test was carried out. In this test, the trends of P th,tot,s , η net,s , x i,out,a and x i,out,ca for stack fed by the steam-CO 2 mixture and air at varying I s . Figure 10 shows the trends of P th,tot,sys and η net,sys for the stack fed by the steam-CO 2 mixture and air at varying I s . The Figure shows that the stack fed by the steam-CO 2 mixture reaches the thermal equilibrium at an operating current, I th,eq equal to about 32 A. In this case the thermal power absorbed by the RWGS chemical reaction is added to the thermal power P th,tot,sys , which is present up to a current value of 14 A. Also in this case the thermal power produced by the furnace, is set, so that the SOE system (stack and furnace) operates at the maximum production efficiency in the thermal equilibrium condition. In addition, the SOE system fed by the steam-CO2 mixture achieves a maximum H2 net production efficiency of about 0.60. Figure 11 . Trends of anode and cathode exhaust gas composition for the SOE stack fed the steam-CO2 mixture and by air at varying the stack current. Figure 11 shows the trends of the anode and cathode exhaust gases compositions xi,out,a and xi,out,ca, for the stack fed by the steam-CO2 mixture and air at varying with the SOE system thermal equilibrium current evaluated. Even in this case Figure 11 shows that the H2 and CO contents in the Figure 10 . Trends of total thermal power and net production efficiency for the SOE stack fed by the steam-CO 2 mixture and by air at varying the stack current.
Also in this case the thermal power produced by the furnace, P f ur is set, so that the SOE system (stack and furnace) operates at the maximum production efficiency in the thermal equilibrium condition. In addition, the SOE system fed by the steam-CO 2 mixture achieves a maximum H 2 net production efficiency of about 0.60. Figure 11 shows the trends of the anode and cathode exhaust gases compositions x i,out,a and x i,out,ca , for the stack fed by the steam-CO 2 mixture and air at varying I s with the SOE system thermal equilibrium current evaluated. Even in this case Figure 11 shows that the H 2 and CO contents in the cathode exhaust gases and the O 2 content in the anode exhaust gases at the stack outlet increase, when the operating SOE system current increases since the H 2 , CO and O 2 amounts produced by the stack increase. Therefore, even in this case, the value of I th,eq influences the purity degree of the gas mixtures rich in H 2 and CO and of the gas mixtures rich in O 2 at the stack outlet. At the SOE system thermal equilibrium current, the cathode gas mixture at the stack outlet has H 2 and CO content equal to 36% and 12%, respectively. Also in this case the thermal power produced by the furnace, is set, so that the SOE system (stack and furnace) operates at the maximum production efficiency in the thermal equilibrium condition. In addition, the SOE system fed by the steam-CO2 mixture achieves a maximum H2 net production efficiency of about 0.60. Figure 11 . Trends of anode and cathode exhaust gas composition for the SOE stack fed the steam-CO2 mixture and by air at varying the stack current. Figure 11 shows the trends of the anode and cathode exhaust gases compositions xi,out,a and xi,out,ca, for the stack fed by the steam-CO2 mixture and air at varying with the SOE system thermal equilibrium current evaluated. Even in this case Figure 11 shows that the H2 and CO contents in the Figure 11 . Trends of anode and cathode exhaust gas composition for the SOE stack fed the steam-CO 2 mixture and by air at varying the stack current.
